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Abstract

Dispersion in chromatographic processes can be reduced to a minimum using converging columns and a curved frit at the
outlet. Working at constant pressure at the inlet the internal packing is increasingly compressed by the accelerated flow. Thus
the packed bed is stabilized. Under these conditions the observed flux at the outlet and the power input of the pump are
inversely related to the viscosity of the eluting solute. Comparing converging flow chromatography (CFC) with classical
axial flow chromatography (AFC) and radial flow chromatography (RFC) the stationary phase is used more efficiently in
CFC.
   2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction Category of Adsorption Phenomena and its Applica-
tion in Biochemical Analysis’’[2].

The shape of the column and its frits at the inlet When such packed columns are perfused the
and the outlet determines the flow profile inside the eluting peaks are slightly skewed. This phenomenon
chromatographic column. They influence the inner was first traced back in 1969 by Knox[3] to a
packing and consequently also the inner flow in a yet curvature of the elution front of the separated
not completely understood but well-defined manner. solutes.
This interfering influence is called wall effect. But an axial flow is also possible when one uses

In conventional chromatography a cylindrical col- not a usual tube but two concentric tubes, which is
umn has a flat porous plate at the inlet and outlet. It an annular cylinder. A set of such concentric cylin-
is perfused by an axial flow. According to the flow ders have been used by Sada et al. in 1982 to
direction in its confinement, classical chromatog- improve the separation using soft packing[4]. In
raphy was called by Rhee et al. about 40 years ago 1994 Yun and Guiochon[5] and Peruth[6] used the
axial flow chromatography (AFC)[1]. annular cylinder model to describe the observed

This chromatography had evolved 100 years ago. derivations from plug flow more approximate. Both
On March 21, 1903 at a Meeting of the Warsaw types of cylinder arrangement allow an axial flow.
Society of Natural Scientists, Mikhail Semenovich The annular cylinder is the general mathematical
Tswett presented a lecture entitled ‘‘On a New notation that includes both shapes that allow a flow

parallel to the symmetry axis (h) in AFC (Fig. 1).
The volume of the central cylinder is described as:*Corresponding author. Tel.:149-3877-405-360; fax:149-
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 in the same way as the elution front. Therewith the
adverse effects of internal dispersion on separation
can be minimized[10].

Rhee et al. [1] showed theoretically that the
geometrical property of the housing determines the
flow pattern of the corresponding chromatography.
He stated that the separation results from the differ-
ent column geometries can be directly compared
after the correct mathematical transformations (inte-
gration respectively coordinate transformations) have
been made. The chromatographies in other geomet-
ries are shown inFigs. 2 and 3.For the formulation
of corresponding unit-volumes compareAppendix
A.1.

In 1979 Said calculated the theoretical efficiency
of a conical column and came to the conclusion that
such a column can be expected to be more efficient
than two cylindrical columns with the same total
volume but different cross sections[11,12].

Fig. 1. Axial flow chromatography (AFC). The main flow is In 1988 a Russian group claimed the invention of
parallel to the symmetry axis of the packing, which is axial in an

a conical column. They used a separation funnelannular cylinder. (A) View on a matrix perfused axially (h) in a
filled with glass wool at the outlet as column[13].cylinder (B) cross section through the matrix alongh showing

different flow-rates due to wall effects.
 

X: radial co-ordinate5constant;h: axial coordinate5
variable.

The unit-volume element described by Eq. (1) is
still generally used in classical chromatography to
describe plug flow despite it being well known that
the practical obtained elution profiles look different.
They cannot be described with one simple volume
element only. They are much better described by the
annuli model[5,6]:

2V 5pX h 1 (2)0 0

2 2V 5p(X 2X )h 1 (3)1 1 0 1

2 2 2 2V 5p (X 2X )h 1 . . .V5p (X 2X ) h (4)2 2 1 2 j j21 j

The annular cylinder we used as unit-volume for
AFC (Compare also section A1 in the Appendix). Fig. 2. Radial flow chromatography (RFC). The main flow is

perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the packing, which is aThe elution profiles of AFC have in most cases the
radial flow in an (annular) cylinder. (A) View on a matrix perfusedshape of a parabolic cap (concave frit)[7,8]. But also
in double cylinder radially (X 2X ) perpendicular to the symme-1 0other shapes were observed[9]. We have introduced try axis h of the height (h 2 h ). (B) Section through the matrix1 0

a method to minimize such distortions of the elution along h and along (X 2X ) showing the convergent flow in1 0

front by a frit at the outlet of the column that is bent direction to the symmetry axish of the double-cylinder.
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About 10 years ago Proseks group started to
investigate the efficiency of conical HPLC columns
(dimensions of the column 1503432.5 mm) and
claimed that ‘‘conical columns show a lower flow
resistance and less dispersion as conventional col-
umns. The column enables a quicker separation,
better reproducibility and up to 50% better peak
capacity’’ [14]. This work was followed up by the
same group[15–18].

At about the same time we investigated the
relationship between column geometries and the
shape of elution profiles[19–22].Without knowing
from each other we both worked with conical
columns, but we used columns of different sizes and
variable curvaturesw, whereas they used only the
mentioned small conical column with constant curva-
ture and in addition trapezoidal thin-layer plates.
They described both chromatographies together[18].
The trapezoidal thin-layers have to be classified as a
radial flow chromatography (RFC) system, which
show a small height (5thickness of the layer) and a
trapezoidal long lane. It represents a small section
from a double cylinder—but not a conical column. It
corresponds in its basic geometry to a sector of
circular thin-layer separation. Circular thin-layer
chromatography with a diverging flow was first
described in 1938 by Izmailov[23]. True conical

Fig. 3. Converging flow chromatography (CFC). The flow is thin-layers came much later. They used diverging
converging here to the symmetry center of the packing, which is a flows [24].
radial flow in the section (w) of an (annular /double) sphere. This Applying the inductive method suggested by Rhee
flow in the unit element of the double sphere (cone) has an

et al. and applied by Gu et al.[25,26] to derive theadditional symmetry axis (h), which corresponds to that of the
chromatographic parameters for RFC we have ex-cylinder. (A) View on a matrix from the outside packed between

two concentric spheres and perfused in a central direction. The tended their theoretical work to converging flow
conical matrix section of interest is highlighted. (B) View on the chromatography (CFC) (compare Sections A.1 and
cone cut from the double sphere with its spherical coordinatesX0 A.2 of the Appendix).
and X . Slightly different from these coordinates are the conical1 We developed various methodical solutions for the9 9coordinatesX and X , which show a gray shading. Their black0 1

compensation of the observed dispersion. The initialhypes are positioned on the crossinghblack (X ) respectively white1

(X )j arches of the spherical coordinates. (C) The section through work was done at low pressure with packed beds of0

the matrix along the central (X 2X ) symmetry axis to the center1 0 soft spheres with volumes between 70 and 1000 ml.
of the double sphere showing the half-opening anglew of the In order to achieve a high sample throughput we
section of the double-sphere (respectively the half-opening angle

increased the packing volume to 4 l and ran theof the cone). The black arrows indicate the converging flow in the
column automatically controlled by the inlet pressuredouble-spheres. The white arrows of identical length mark the

corresponding flow inside the cone with the compensation of in a cyclic manner. Because of the unusual stable
matrix for different migration distances at the outlet. This compen- fillings we became aware of the fact that a cone is an
sating matrix is shown in black. (D) Cross-section through the intrinsic compression column[21]. For the constant
cone along this symmetry axis with correction/compensation (in

pressure mode we developed a very simple columnblack) at the outlet. (E) Stacking of different corrected cones with
head, which allowed the uncoupling of sampledifferent opening angles on each other results in containment with

a continuous wall curvature. loading and separation. The new head acts the same
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time as a pressure sensor with built in pressure feed buffer solution is changed externally, this change
back control and as a peak sharpening device. reaches the blocked regions slowly by perfusion

In the constant pressure mode the flux and the through the interconnected network of beads. The
power input by the external pump is inversely crystal surfaces in the blocked interstices become in
proportional to the viscosity of the solution passing this way superficially soluble where they face the
the outlet. Therefore the specific viscosity of solutes, interconnected beads. In consequence the crystals
which are separated can be recorded in CFC online slide down the interstices until they reach their
and used for process control. former size by crystallization and get stuck again.

We calculated the flow parameters for soft sphere The whole process can now start from the beginning.
packings of CFC at constant inlet pressure of 300 In consequence a mixture of solutes becomes sepa-
kPa and used the value of the particle Reynolds rated into individual crystal suspensions, which
number to characterize the flow regime. The flow migrate down through the interstices between the
was compared to classical AFC with hard particle porous beads they cannot enter and elute in separate
packing very slow. But as far we can tell it is still a fractions. We have here a chromatographic concen-
Darcy’s flow, which is inversely dependent on the tration step combined with a separation. We are not
viscosity. For such slow flows the literature is very aware of any other chromatographic procedure one
sparse and there is no general agreement how far can concentrate with. Although the method is slow it
down Darcy’s law is valid (see[27]). is very efficient provided that constant pressure is

maintained at the inlet—and the operator stays
patient. The advantage of this procedure is that the

2 . Results fractionation of the crystals can be controlled by the
buffer gradient from outside. The gradient is in-

Initially we used packed beds as filter as well as a dependent of the length of column, which is in all
chromatographic column[19] with the aim of merg- the other corresponding methods not the case[28–
ing two steps of production (filtration and chroma- 32]. This chromatographic crystallization method has
tography) into one process step. We chose shapes the advantage that it is generally applicable to all
similar to Buchner funnels, in which we positioned solutes. In theory this method should make sub-
frits at both ends of the cone in the cylindrical stances susceptible to crystallization, which are
sections. The lower fixed frit was holding back the normally hard to crystallize. We have used this
matrix in the cone and the upper frit was laying in method to crystallize serum proteins.
the upper cylindrical section on top of the matrix. A We want to mention this method here because it
thick glass fiber filter was put on top of the frit to demonstrates the potential of convergent flow at
‘‘seal’’ the cylindrical sides. This way the upper frit constant pressure and its suitability for very ‘‘dif-
could freely follow volume changes of the matrix. ficult’’ separations of concentrated, viscous or dense
We chose this conical configuration because we solutions. With the versatility of the described meth-
could profit from the large surface whilst also od such problems should be overcome.
undertaking further processing of solutes on the Initially our work was concentrated on preparative
matrix packed into the cone. aspects of biochromatography. We focused on the

The first result was a matrix-bound fractional homogeneous perfusion of stable packings of soft
precipitation. This was achieved by using a soft spheres to achieve a high efficiency of separation.
matrix for size-exclusion chromatography (SEC). We desalted precipitated serum and plasma samples

In the SEC matrix the crystals formed in the by using a column with a packing of 4 l in a cyclic
interstices between the beads because the solutes are operation. We soon came to the point where we had
too big to penetrate into the beads. The matrix itself to compensate for the distortion of the elution front.
however can never become, in this way, completely The distortion was exaggerated by the converging
blocked because the soft spheres are in direct contact shape of the column and the different migration
with each other and form a network, which allows a distance in a cone with a big opening angle. We
slow solute exchange. When the concentration of the investigated the influence of differentially shaped
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converging columns on the shape of the elution outlet one could be sure that the shape dependent
front. These different shapes were analyzed by the dispersion became undisturbed reflected in the elu-
peak sharpness (Fig. 4). tion profiles. The column that resembled a slim wine

The columns were filled with medium-sized bottle in its shape resulted in the sharpest peak (A).
Sephadex G-25 beads. A relative low pressure These columns were made actually from two open
resulted in slow flow-rates. Under the conditions cylindrical glass tubes joined together by a glass
employed the color was strongly retarded. Because blower.
of the long retardation times and a careful applica- Next we used this optimal shape and checked with
tion of the sample on the open column with a closed it the influence of different outwardly curved frits at

the outlet on the peak shape (Fig. 5).
Brass plates were manually chased and perforated.

 

They were covered by a glass fiber filter and inserted
in the column using an adapter from Bio-Rad with a

 

Fig. 4. CFC columns with different variable wall curvatures. A
73-ml volume of soft size exclusion matrix (Sephadex G-25
medium-sized beads) were filled as dense slurry into different Fig. 5. CFC columns with optimal wall curvatures and differently
shaped conical columns (the shapes used are shown as inserts curved frits at the outlet. A 1000-ml volume of soft size exclusion
2R 5 2.5 cm, 2R 55 cm,h varied between 5 and 5.8 cm to give matrix (Sephadex G-25 medium-sized beads) were filled as dense1 2

73 ml) and equilibrated with isotonic salt buffer. Then the upper slurry into smoothly shaped conical columns (the shape used
flow adapter was removed and 2 ml of colored buffer solution shown as inserts. It corresponds to the shape A shown inFig. 4:
were carefully layered on top when the outlet was still closed. The 2R 5 5 cm, 2R 5 10 cm). The column was prepared and run as1 2

outlet was carefully opened until the color had disappeared. The described above. The difference was that 20-ml fractions were
same method as overlaying was used to wash 3 times with 1 ml collected and differently curved frits at the outlet were used.
buffer. Then the outlet was closed and the buffer was overlaid. Those shapes of frits are shown at the right side of the figure in
The upper flow adapter was put in position and connected to the their cross section. Fig. A gave the best result but showed a little
buffer reservoir to give a pressure of about 0.5 m water columns, bit too much fronting. Therefore for future work an intermediate
then 2 ml fractions were collected. The eluted colored peaks were shape A and B was chosen, which was a 10-cm diameter cap of a
positioned with their maxima above each other to allow a sphere with a height of about 1 cm. (This type of curvature applies
comparison of the elution profiles. By comparison it is obvious only to packed beds of soft spheres. Hard sphere packing as
that the wall curvature influences the peak-shape. The column commonly used in HPLC can cause more complicated curvatures
with the smoothest change of curvature (A showed smallest and need consequently differently shaped frits for compensation.
maximalw) gave the sharpest peak. This figure is a combination Those shapes can be found by the same principle as shown here.)
of Figs. 1 and 2from Ref. [19]. This figure is a combination ofFigs. 1 and 6from Ref. [19].
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 5-cm diameter, which had been suitably modified in
a workshop. Details are described in[10,19].

The column itself had a volume of 1 l and an
upper diameter of 10 cm. The top of the column was
initially left open so that the solution could be
applied uniformly across the whole surface, this
eliminated the external dispersion as far as possible
and we could be sure that the results were mainly
due to the different curvatures of the frits at the
outlet. The resulting elution profiles for different frit
shapes are shown inFig. 5.Caps of paraboloids gave
the best compensation of dispersion for soft pack-
ings.

In a patent [20] we showed that the different
migration distances in a cone can be partially
compensated for by the insertion of a second cone Fig. 6. Different kinds of convergence in CFC columns. (A) Cross
which blocks the direct path of the flow in the center section in the cylindrical section of the column with equal-distant

flow lines: r 5 1, r 5 2, r 5 3 result in concentric rings, whichof the separation tube. The bed becomes this way 1 2 3

show a volume relationship of uneven numbers: 1, 3, 5 . . . whenpacked between the inside and the outside walls of
perfused by the same flow. In evenly spaced coordinates the outerthe two cones. The opening angles of the two cones
rings are therefore more important than the central ones. (B)

are equal but the flow is still convergent (Fig. 6E). Conical column with constant wall curvaturew. This figure is the
Housings with different types of convergence are modified Fig.7A of Ref. [20]. (C) Two conical columns with

variable wall curvaturew : a stronger curvature on the right sideshown inFig. 6. A column used for AFC can easily
(b) and a less strong on the left side (a). This figure is the modifiedbe converted into a CFC column by insertion of a
Fig. 3 of Ref. [19]. (D) Cylindrical conventional column withcone (Fig. 6D). Then the same equipment as for
inserted solid cone and constant wall curvaturew. This figure is a

AFC can still be used. The advantage is that solid modified figure from Ref.[35]. (E) Conical column with constant
(male) cones are much easier to manufacture thanwall curvaturew and equidistant flow-line spacing to compensate

for internal dispersion by column shape only. This figure is thehollow (female) cones. A converging flow is char-
modified Fig. 7C of Ref. [20]. (F) Conical column with constantacterized in that the cross section at the inlet is larger
wall curvaturesw. This is a combination of Fig. B and D abovethan the cross section at the outlet and that the
[20,35]. It is important for convergence that only the cross section

housing does not restrict the flow through the packed area at the inlet is bigger than the one at the outlet.
bed. (Compare Section A.3 of the Appendix.)

In narrow analytical columns no additional altera-
tions are necessary to upgrade from AFC to CFC to
get a better resolution. But the performance can 3. A straight section that allowed flexible volume
become even better when a curved frit at the outlet is changes of the packing.
used to compensate for dispersion. Such curved frits 4. A column-head with two independent inlets for
improve the performance also for AFC as was shown fluids, one at the surface of the packing, and one
by Arlt and co-workers[33,34]. under the roof of the column in the ‘‘dead

Various designs for CFC columns were described volume’’. The big space in the column head is a
[20,35]. Examples of process-scale and of prepara- facultative active volume for sample application
tive columns are shown inFigs. 7 and 8,respective- and sharpening.
ly. 5. The upper frit follows the moving surface of the

Both constructions have six common characteris- packing as it compresses and expands. In smaller
tics: columns the frit is pressed down by a spring,
1. A concave frit. while in larger columns the weight of the frit at
2. A converging column section (bigger area at the the inlet is sufficient to hold it in the correct

inlet than at the outlet) connected to position.
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Fig. 7. An example for a process-scale CFC column. 15Matrix /
filling; 25buffer inlet; 35confining wall; 45lid with conical
roof; 55flat porous plate, respectively glass fiber filter at the inlet;
(6) porous plate used as disperser of buffer; (7) sample inlet; (8)
heavy perforated plate (is inFig. 8 replaced by a spring); 95bent

Fig. 8. A preparative CFC column with minimal dispersion. The
metal flies; 105separate bottom of column; 115sealing, respec-

numbering is in this figure the same as inFig. 7.85A spring here,
tively O-ring; 125clamp; 135holder for disperser; 165cone to

which replaces a perforated plate to follow the fluctuations of the
collect eluate; 175flexible tubes of equal length to collect eluate

surface of the packing; 145extension for the arrow-shaped central
from inner matrix surface at the outlet. This figure is a combina-

cone (only in Fig. 8 here); 155elastic insert in the upper cap
tion of Figs. 2 (top) and 5 (bottom) of Ref.[20].

(stopper inFig. 7, ring in Fig. 8.). This figure is a modified Fig. 4
of Ref. [20].

6. The construction allows uncoupling of the differ-
ent phases of the separation cycle.
The scheme used for separation (Fig. 9) allows automatically topped up, until the set pressure is

uncoupling of the sample loading and sharpening at reached. The process can be regulated by mea-
low pressure and the separation at high pressure. surement of the following basic parameters: time,
1. The outlet is closed and the column is filled using pressure, flux, and time dependent energy con-

the dead-volume as a sample reservoir. The sumption of pump, conductivity and extinction.
diluted sample floats to the top and can be Conductivity and extinction are mainly used to
removed using an overflow when the reservoir is switch the valves to collect the different fractions.
full. This sharpens the ‘‘back’’ of the peak. 4. The regeneration of the matrix is started when the

2. The column is compressed by loading of the sample is still eluting.
sample while the outlet is kept closed. A pressure 5. After regeneration the column is in this case
sensor with a contact-switch acts as feedback depressurized to become loaded again. For this it
control for the inlet valve and the pump. is necessary to wait for approximately 7 min for

3. The outlet is opened and the elution buffer is the packing to relax (expand). A new sample can
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 already in axial compressed AFC such improved
separation performance for relative soft Sephadex
G-25 (fine)[36] and Bio-Gel P-2[39].

We developed a special column-head for the
automatic processes described above. It has a built-in
pressure sensor (Fig. 10) (combination from Refs.
[21,22]).

The ‘‘dead volume’’ in the column head function
as variably buffer reservoir and as the housing for
moving parts. It is closed by an elastic cover
(number 1 inFig. 10) that works also as a bumper.
The plate and the spring are inside the column head

 

Fig. 9. Scheme of the pressure-controlled CFC process. PE5

Probe/sample; BR5buffer; WA5waste; EL5eluate. Five times a
3-way valve (1, 3, 4, 5, 8); 2 times a 2-way valve (6, 7) 1 pump
(2). Details of the process can be found in the ‘‘Offen-
legungsschrift’’ (DE19718652 A1) of Ref.[20] and in the text.

then be applied to the relaxed column and the
cycle starts from the beginning.
The relaxation between the cycles is of advantage

when one wants to put through a big volume because
in the relaxed state the void volume of the packing
increases. In the relaxed state the column can be
loaded with about twice the volume compared to the
compressed state and the danger of shock layer
formation is reduced.

The pressure dependent change in the void volume
fraction observed by others[36–38] is used here for
a more efficient desalting. The big volume changes
encountered here are no problem for the self-stabi-
lized bed.

A permanent compression has the advantage that it
minimizes the void volume and therewith also the Fig. 10. Multifunctional column head for constant pressure. (A)

Column-head is under pressure: flexible cover (1) is bent outsideinterstitial mixing, which is geometrically the fun-
and has closed contact (8). (B) Column-head is in relaxed state:damental process of dispersion. The consequences
flexible cover (1) is flat and lever has opened contact (8).

are sharper peaks. This phenomenon can be observed15flexible cover /bumper; 25buffer inlet, overflow outlet to
in soft particle packings only and not in hard sharpen applied sample; 35several flexible tubes for underlying
packings because those particles are not flattened bythe sample; 45confining wall of the lid; 55flat annulus to hold

the flexible cover in the gasket; 65clamp to hold and adjust thecompaction. By theory soft packings should there-
distance to the lever of the switch; 75distance plate to protect thefore allow separations with less dispersion than hard
flexible cover; 85switch with lever to make contact; 95operation

packings. space in column head for sample application (‘‘dead volume’’);
In connection with their mechanical axial-com- 105matrix /filling. Elements of this figure are found in Refs.

pressed column Baru and co-workers described [20–22].
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 (number 8 inFigs. 7 and 8) and deliver only a slight
axial pressure necessary to maintain the contact
between matrix and the frit at the inlet. The main
pressure is brought up externally by the buffer pump.
Therefore no moving parts have to be sealed against
a high pressure. This is a big constructive advantage
compared to other mechanical compressed columns.

We tested a 4-l bed for desalting serum samples
(3.2%, w/v, protein in 2M salt at 48C, which is a
rather viscous solution). In an automatic cyclic
manner we went up to the recommended pressure
limits and observed pronounced fluctuations in the
flow-rate Q (Fig. 11, compare alsoTable 1 for
detailed conditions)[22].

Fig. 11. Desalting of a blood plasma by cyclic CFC in the
When we take the viscosity (m) of water, which is 5constant pressure mode at 3?10 Pa. A 4.5-l column (2R 5 10123 2 21 21 22at 48C 1.57 CP (10 kg 10 m s 105kg cm, 2R 5 17.5 cm, total bed height of 22 cm therefrom is 2 cm2
21 21 23 23m s 10 ) and has a density (r) of 1 (kg m packed matrix in the cylindrical section) packed with 4 l Sephadex
23 G-25 Medium is used to desalt serum samples (3.2%, w/v, protein10 ) we cannot have made a big mistake for a

in 2 M salt at 48C—which is a rather viscous and sticky solution)physiological buffer. 5in an automatic cyclic manner with constant pressure of 3?10 Pa
The observations indicate that this column func- at the inlet. The frit at the outlet of 10 cm diameter was made

tions also as a viscometer during separation. The from a circular piece of 13-cm Sika-Fil to let a flat rim for the
highest pressure-drop is observed in a homogeneousgasket. The flies had the highest average pore size available of

71 mm. It was made concave (1 cm depth) by pressing with aconverging flow always in front of the frit at the
sphere of 5 cm diameter. In this example we went beyond the flowoutlet. The fluxes at constant pressure for the iso-
speeds recommended by the supplier. We measured under physio-

tonic and citric-salt buffer are the result of the flow logical salt concentrations (14 mS/cm) a flux of 310 ml /min and
resistance of the whole system. The dominance of with 2 M salt (105 mS/cm) a flux of 240 ml /min at the outlet
the cross section at the outlet is a function of the under stable pressure conditions. The protein concentration was

measured at the minimum of its extinction profile (366 nm) toopening angle of the cone. (We suppose it is a
avoid dilution errors. Compare for more detailsTable 1. Thisfunction of sin w because forw 5 0 it should
figure is a modification ofFig. 3 of Ref. [21].

correspond to AFC that means it should be equal to
1.)

The flow resistance of the low salt buffer is in The borders of the different flow regimes in
principle a combination of viscous and kinetic packed beds are best characterized by the values of
effects. But the kinetic effects are of no importance their particle Reynolds numbers (Re ). Several au-P

here because of the very slow flow we encounter thors gave such definition of flow regimes in porous
here (see further below for the actual values). media. Compare for overview Refs.[27,40,42–45].

For the determination of solute viscosity in a 3 21Re 5Qd /h; flux: Q (m s );p matrixconverging column it is sufficient when only the
21 21sample contains the solute. The flux is measured thendynamic viscosityh (kg m s ) (5)

at the time point the solute of interest leaves the
column. In this case relatively small amounts of wherein thed must relate to a length of anmatrix

sample are sufficient for viscosity determination. object of the porous matrix (particle diameter, aver-
During the separation there are phases of fast and age pore size, are possible choices). Because differ-
slow flow. The slowing down of flow is observed ent authors have chosen lengths of different objects
directly before and the speeding up after the solute of the porous matrix there exists a corresponding
has left the column. When solutes overlap this variety of Reynolds numbers, which differ by a small
becomes also reflected in a modulation of the flux, constant only. Therefore particle Reynolds numbers
which reflexes the viscosity of the mixed solutes. of different authors may vary by less than one order
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T able 1
Data from desalting with CFC in the constant pressure mode (Fig. 11)

Mode of flux Equilibrated to Separation with
constant flux variable flux

Chemical Physiological 2M Tri- Protein in Low-molecular-
property of salt buffer potassium physiological mass
fluid citrate salt buffer material in

2 M salt

Outlet-area 78.54 78.54 78.54 78.54
24 210 m

Inlet-pressure 3 3 3 3
510 Pa

Density: r kg/ l 1 1.01 1.03 1.06
b c c cParticle- 1.4 1 1.3 1

diameter
282Rp: 10 m

d d d dOutlet-porosity 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
´b

Flux: Mode Q 5.17 4 2.5 2.42
2310 l /s

Flux: Mode G 5.17 4.04 2.58 2.56
27 22 2110 kg m s

a aViscosity m 1.57
23 21 2110 kg m s

Some of the data have been taken for completion from different sources.
(a) Viscosity for water at 48C from Handbook of Chemistry and Physics[40].
(b) Average wet particle diameter in isotonic buffer[41].
(c) Average wet particle diameter in salt buffers from own and other shrinkage data.
(d) Porosity at the outlet from extrapolation of observed and reported[36,38] compaction data of Sephadex G-25.

of magnitude, even when they have used the same calculated the value for the modified particle
212I.S. system. Reynolds number (6) as 4.61?10 . This number

Perry et al.’s textbook[40] recommends for lays by the factor of one million beyond that, what
porous media Levas’ modified particle Reynolds was assigned to conventional HPLC as its lower
number and corresponding friction factor[46,47]. limit by Farkas et al.[48], (compare A.4 of the
Between the Reynolds numbers values of 1 and 10 Appendix for more details).
we have Darcy’s flow and below 1 creeping flow in
this system. The modified particle Reynolds number
is defined as: 3 . Discussion

9N 5 2R G /h (6) 3 .1. Viscosity dependent fluxesre p p

R : particle radius (m);G: mass flow through cross The viscosity dependent fluxes in CFC can bep
22 21 3 21section (kg m s );u: flow-rate (m s ); r: explained by the fact that the flow resistance in the
3 21 21density: (kg m );h: viscosity (kg m s ). cone increases to the same extent as the cross section

From the data of stable buffer flow through the decreases. Between the cross section and the flow
conical column (inTable 2 the first column) we resistance we have an inverse relationship. Therefore
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the viscosity of the solute at the outlet limits the between fraction 15 and 28 has also eluted and only
flow-rate. This effect becomes more pronounced salt is left over. Its viscosity can be then determined
when the opening angle of the cone is big. in fraction 30.

This angle-relationship becomes obvious when The viscosity of the salt can also be determined
one considers that the opening angle of zero degrees when the column is completely perfused (first and
corresponds to classical AFC where this effect is not second column inTable 1) with the same salt
observed at all. concentration. Under such stable conditions one gets

From Fig. 11 we conclude that the elution rate only one determination whereas in a separation one
(flux Q5crosses with a connecting dashed line) is gets for each peak many viscosities and related
inversely related to the viscosity. It is known that the concentrations.
viscosity relates in a non-linear manner to the solute In the desalting example the different fluxes are
concentrations[49]. The protein is quantified here by easily measured. Therefore viscosities of the two
extinction and the salt is quantified by its con- solutes we intended to separate can be determined
ductivity. The progress of their separation on a therefrom when Darcy’s law is valid. We assume that
converging column can be followed here by the this is the case, but we cannot prove at this stage that
time-dependent fluxes. the flux and the viscosity have a simple linear

When the profile of the flux is compared to the relationship in soft packings. Therefore we want to
profile of the eluted solutes (protein /salt) they are stop at this stage before this point is clarified.
skewed mirror images of each other with the abscissa The dispersion is in RFC and CFC because of the
as mirror-axis. But there exists a time shift between different housing geometry is less pronounced. Both
both profiles, which obscures their connection. This separations have in common that they start with a
time shift cannot be due to the dead-volume of bigger loading area. Compared to AFC the risk for
tubing because it has only a volume of 90 ml, which the formation of a shock layer is therefore con-
corresponds to only 0.32 of a fraction when the flux siderably reduced. Contradictory to AFC the back-
is slowest and it cannot be due to the frit at the outlet pressure increases continuously in both other
because it is wide compared to the packing. This geometries. The expected increase of flow resistance
means the flux can be used to follow up the still can be calculated from the relation of outlet to inlet
ongoing separation and is especially reflecting the area. In addition the stronger compaction at the
situation in the cone close to the outlet. This is outlet of soft packing has to be integrated into the
possible only because the flow resistance is pro- notation of flow resistance.
gressively increasing and each solute encounters In RFC the calculated increase is linear because
highest resistant when it comes to the outlet. This the surfaces of concentric cylinders of equal height
progressive increase of resistance is typical for CFC. relate to each other as do their radii. In CFC the
It is the main difference to RFC where only a linear corresponding surfaces are elements of spheres,
increase of resistance can be observed and to AFC which relate to each other as the squared radii
where no increase is observed at all. multiplied by the expression (12 cos w) when we

The flow rate of the whole system can become consider only a section of the double sphere or a
faster only when the first solute starts to leave the cone.
outlet and speeds up as soon as higher concentration A high backpressure at the beginning of the
of the solute start to elute. In our example the separation in CFC is not observed. An increase of
size-excluded protein (serum albumin) in fraction 11 pressure is built up later in separation when the
is this solute. In fraction 19 the flux increases already solutes migrate down the cone. The flow resistance
before the next solute (in this case it is the salt) of a single solute increases to the same extent as the
comes with its maximum close to the outlet where its cross section becomes smaller and the bed porosity
flow resistance is highest and starts to elute in decreases because of the stronger compaction close
fraction 14. But an undisturbed viscosity determi- to the outlet, which is more obvious for soft pack-
nation of the pure salt is in this example only ings.
possible after other low molecular mass material When one considers the backpressure of the whole
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 system, which corresponds to the total pressure drop
one gets backpressure contributions from three
sources:
(i) from the viscosity of the carrier solution(buffer)

(ii) from the specific viscosities of the different
solutes (i) and finally

(iii) from compaction and a denser packing (towards
the outlet)(pack).

AFC:Dp 5Dp (h)1Dp (h)1Dp (h) (7)buffer i pack

RFC:Dp 5Dp k (X 2X )1Dp k (X 2X )buffer r 0 i r 0

1Dp k (X 2X ) (8)pack r 0

2 2 2 2CFC:DP 5Dp k (X 2X )1Dp k (X 2X ) Fig. 12. Schematic comparison of CFC operation in constantbuffer c 0 i c 0

volume mode versus constant pressure mode. (A) In the constant2 2
1Dp k (X 2X ) (9)pack c 0 volume mode an increase in pressure is observed before the solute

starts to leave the conical column (open circles).t 5 the point ofV

elution at constantvolume. (B) In the constant pressure mode a
In conventional AFC constant volume mode the 3 21drop of the flux Q 5V/t (m s ) is observed when the solute

second term becomes normally apparent only under starts to leave the conical column (dashed line with crosses).
overload conditions[49] and the third term becomes t 5the point of elution at constant pressure. The increases ofP

pressure in A and the decrease of flux in B are mirror images ofvisible in hard sphere packing after ‘‘catastrophic
each other with the abscissa as mirror axis. The point of elutionevents’’, which have often a new packing of the
(t ) comes in the constant pressure mode earlier than in thepcolumn as a consequence[50]. Whereas in soft constant volume mode (t ) because the cycle times spent in phasesv

sphere packings the third termDp (h) is consid- without solute are shorter because in these phases the column runspack

ered because the compaction is finished after a few with its maximal possible speed. The big black arrows indicate
this difference in elution time. This figure is a modification ofFig.separation cycles and one works with a relatively
1 of Ref. [21].consolidated packing[51–59]. In CFC all three

terms have to be considered therefore from the
beginning, because of the changed geometry all of
them contribute significantly to the total backpres-

When considering one solute only (Fig. 12B) it issure, which regulates the flux in the pressure feed
sufficient to concentrate on the cross section area atback control we presented here.
the outlet and its porosity, because the property of
this tightest position of the cone dominates the flow
resistance of the whole system. At the time point of3 .2. Constant-pressure versus constant-volume
slowest elution the maximal concentration of themode
solute enters the smallest cross section with the
tightest packing. Only after the solute has passed thisFig. 12 shows schematically the relationship be-
area with its maximum does the flow-rate increasetween constant-pressure and constant-volume mode
again.for incompressible fluids in CFC. In constant volume

The viscosity of concentrated solutions is a crucialmode an increasing pressure is observed instead of a
restriction for their separation in preparative chro-slower flow. In the constant pressure mode this
matographies. This becomes apparent when observ-slowing down is followed by an increased flux. This
ing the high variability of flux in CFC in the constantphenomenon is typical for CFC and cannot be
pressure mode. In AFC in the constant volume modeobserved in AFC and might be seen in RFC for
fluctuations of the flow can principally not bespecific parameter constellations.
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observed directly because they are replaced by when high viscous samples like high-molecular-mass
pressure fluctuations. DNA have to be separated on a porous matrix the

In AFC one observes a more or less constant flow situation can become extreme, which is counteracted
resistance when the cylindrical bed is perfused here by the low voltage used[64]. It is general praxis
axially with buffer. The buffer contains in the in electrophoresis to start the separation therefore
present praxis of chromatography only diluted sol- almost always at a relatively low voltage to avoid
utes and the viscosity of the solutes is normally shock-layer formation at the gel surface and to
either neglected or accepted. When using the con- increase the voltage not before the sample has
stant volume mode the consequence is an uneven entered the gel completely and has migrated some
heating up of the system, which causes problems in distance. Such information is normally found only in
separations[9,60,61]. In this situation it is normally laboratory journals and method-orientated textbooks
not thought about that for the practical application [65]. By the way in our desalting column we have
most of the heat could be avoided when the constant acted accordingly because we have loaded the col-
pressure mode would be used instead of the constant umn with less pressure than we did the separation
volume mode. with.

When using either kind of packing material for
3 .3. Bed compaction AFC one observes at the beginning of each run an

increased back-pressure, which flattens with pro-
For high concentrated solutions and for suspen- gression of separation and falls as long solutes leave

sions the knowledge of their chromatographic be- the column and become successively replaced by
havior has remained rather fragmentary—despite buffer. The fading of backpressure is due to different
viscous solutions and suspensions being the most effects: spatial separation in the matrix, diffusion and
interesting ones for preparative separations. Under dispersion. All three effects decrease the local con-
overload conditions viscous effects cannot be neg- centration of solutes. The consequence is that the
lected anymore in AFC. The phenomenon of shock initial high viscosity causes a high backpressure,
layer formations observed in AFC is the result of the which fades progressively away because of internal
flow impact on the top layers of the packing[62]. It dilution.
is followed by a slower flow. In the constant volume When coming from conventional HPLC the next
mode the higher viscosity at the beginning of the step to more complexity can be the use of soft
separation demands here a higher power input to packings, the application of highly concentrated
keep the eluting volume constant against the initial solutions, the use of different column geometries or
higher backpressure. This can initiate a consolidation the use of a constant inlet pressure. But it is not
in hard and soft packings at the inlet. The formation common to take all these steps at once—as we have
of such shock layers is facilitated under overload done here. Each of these steps needs other equipment
conditions and is accompanied with a locally in- and additional concerns and there exists no commer-
creased back-pressure. But such layers normally cial equipment, which can be used to run such a
cause only problems when the overload is not only system.
due to high concentration but also to a big volume of In the following we want to summarize which
the sample. In soft packing the formation of a shock- types of effects we are aware of from other applica-
layer is accompanied by local consolidation of the tions we encounter here. In soft sphere packings an
matrix to a much harder layer compared to the rest of increasing degree of consolidation towards the outlet
the packing, which can be often reversed only by is observed after simple perfusion in cylindrical
mechanical removal of the top layer or unpacking of packings[51–59]—whereasa corresponding consoli-
the whole column. Compare also[63]. Otherwise the dation takes long in hard sphere packing. Such
resistance at the entrance might limit the flow speed catastrophic events, can be classified as crystallite
of the whole system. This phenomenon of shock- formation in hard sphere packing and have to be seen
layer formation in preparative columns is well as a normal thermodynamic process of aging. Chan-
known from analytical gel electrophoresis especially neling and blockage can be seen on this base as the
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same phenomenon. They differ only in their orienta- diameter of 52mm but with a bigger average
tion relative to the flow-axis. diameter of 140mm of the same material, our beads

are easier compressed in conical compression as the
small beads in a corresponding axial compression.3 .4. Interrelation of shape factors
We assumed therefore a porosity of 0.15 for the
packing at the outlet an appropriate assumption inLeva’s correlation is recommended by the latest
our case (Table 1).edition of Perry’s Chemical Engineers Handbook

This means that the low void fraction observed in[40] for a quantitative description of the flow through
compaction can be explained in the following ways.a porous media using a modified particle friction
It can be a result of more organized packing withfactor. This factor is defined as:
less void space respectively of flattening at the

3 32n 32n contact areas of the beads. In addition one has tof 5 2 R r´ DpF / [2 G 2 h (12´ ) ] (10)p p B p b
expect in our case that the compaction is strongest
close to the outlet, what was not considered by theseDp: the pressure-drop respectively the backpressure
authors but described by others[51–59]. Under thewhen a negative singe is used;R the particle radius;p

described pressure the soft particles have no other´ the bed porosity;r the density of mobile phase;b
22 21 choice but to adopt polyhedral[66–68] and VoronoiF the particle shape-factor;G (kg m s ) thep

shapes[69].mass-flux through the packed bed;n for exponential
A further contribution to the chromatographicfunction is varied according to flow regime, which is

resistance not included yet in our considerations isdefined by the Reynolds number (6). From Eq. (10)
the phenomenon of particle segregation. The particleit becomes clear that the friction is very sensitive
property dependent segregation is known also as thetowards changes of porosity and the particle shape
Brazilian nut problem (5BNP) and has becomefactor, which both become under compression in soft
basically understood[70–73]. This basic knowledgesphere packing interrelated because the particles
should become applied in column packing to im-flatten. In CFC we are dealing with decreasing cross
prove chromatographic applications in future.sections. The cross section area relates toG which is

not constant. It is a function of the distance from the
3 .5. New column headoutlet (h).

From the literature, the void volume fractions (´ )p

When the new column heads are used CFCgiven for Sephadex G-25 in the relaxed state is 0.38
combines the advantages listed below. The dead[37] and for the compressed state 0.19[38]. This
volume of the new end pieces thus does not causelatter value lies significantly below the value of 0.26,
mixing—in contrary they enablewhich is the lowest value to be expected for the
(i) Uncoupling of the different cycle phases,densest possible packing of equal sized spheres.
(ii) damping of fluctuations,Newer work using soft particle packings in axial
(iii)measurement of pressure,compression columns up to a pressure of 800 kPa
(iv) automatic pressure-dependent switching,confirm these results in separations with mechanical
(v) sample under-laying and therewith an evencompressed soft packings[36,39].Compare especial-

sample distribution over large cross sections,ly page 21 in Ref.[36].
which abolishes all dispersions normally ob-‘‘Sephadex compression may be supposed to result
served in distributors at the inlet,not only in the rearrangement of the packed bed into

(vi) peak sharpening,a tighter array but also in the deformation of the
(vii)automatic movement with the surface of theparticles themselves. The latter phenomenon is sup-

packing.ported by the decrease in theV value and thei

The synergetic combination of the modifications—reversibility of the bed deformation’’. (V 5 inneri

which we developed for CFC but are also partiallyvolume in size exclusion chromatography at
applicable to AFC and RFC—allow shorter cyclepressures above 200 kPa for wet average bead
periods, a more efficient utilization of the separationdiameters of 52mm).
matrix and less wear to the filling and the apparatus.Because we used beads with not an average
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3 .6. Minimizing dispersion (v) to reduce stress on the sample, matrix and
equipment,

CFC is superior to AFC and RFC because the (vi) to separate highly concentrated solutes and
converging flow minimizes band spreading. This is even suspensions,
simply explained. (vii) no need to repack the column, and

When separation commences, a sample of high (viii) facile automation.
concentration is spread over a large area. In the The combination of convergence and constant
region where the flow speed is low, the stationary pressure at the inlet results in a
phase is used efficiently as the solutes have more (1) direct and steady impact on particles:
time to interact with the stationary phase. With the (i) no need for additional sealing and mechani-
progression of the solution through the matrix, the cal transmission,
cross section of the cone reduces and the flow is (ii) inexpensive external mechanical devices
accelerated. Thus, the probability of interaction and
further down in the cone—where the compounds (iii)minimizing internal heat development,
have already separated from the bulk—is drastically (iv) allows internal stabilization of packed beds
reduced. Also the number of voids and their size is by
decreasing. They provide the space where dispersion (v) increasing compaction in direction towards
happens by mixing and dilution. This way unneces- the outlet minimizes: interstitial volumes
sary dispersion can be avoided when almost all the and therewith the dispersion in soft pack-
material has become separated already. Finally the ings, inter-column variances and makes
stage is reached when only the slowest compounds larger columns diameters manageable.
remain. If their concentration is small, they are less (2) Reduces costs of the whole process.
susceptible to further dilution than they would be in (3) It allows an easy handling of many columns
other chromatographic systems. Vovk et al. described in parallel. This makes it especially suitable
precisely this beneficial effect (narrower peaks of for automation with easy extendable capaci-
low intensities when eluting late[18]) for their ty.
conical column. (4) It is able to handle solutions of extreme

viscosities (-even crystal suspensions can be
3 .7. Systematic overview of CFC advantages in the separated).
constant pressure mode The listed advantages make CFC in the pressure

regulated operation mode competitive to all cyclic
Converging flow minimizes band spreading, which and continuous chromatographic operation processes.

results in Because of its higher complexity CFC provides more
(i) sharper peaks, possibilities for optimization compared to AFC and
(ii) less use of matrix, RFC and should allow therefore tailoring a process
(iii) less consumption of buffer, more exactly. Due to its intrinsic advantages CFC
(iv) faster separations with shorter cycle times and should become recognized to be superior to AFC and
(v) less cross-contamination/better resolution espe- RFC.

cially for late eluting solutes.
Constant pressure control at the inlet by self-

contained robust feedback loop: power input only
when it results in fluxes, thus A cknowledgements
(i) avoiding internal heat development due to

friction and leading to I thank my son Wofdietrich who checked the
(ii) more stable separation conditions, English and made me aware of unclear passages in

(iii) to measure viscosity by the fluxes respectively the first version of this paper.
by the power inputs, This work was supported by BIOWEST (Nuaille,

(iv) to control separations without use of additional France) and by the Patent Center of the Fraunhofer
sensors, Gesellschaft in Munich Reference Number 29551.
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T able 2
Unit-volumes of different chromatographies

2 2 1 1AFC Annular V 5p(X 2X ) (h 2 h ) (12 cosw) X 5 constanta 1 0 1 0
2Fig. 1 cylinders 5k X h 1 h 5 variablea 1

w* 5 cos 90850
2 2 1 1RFC Annular V 5p(X 2X ) (h 2 h ) (12 cosw) X 5 variabler 1 0 1 0

2 2Fig. 2 cylinder 5k (X 2X ) h h 5 constantr 1 0

w*5const.

3 3CFC Double V 5 4p /3(X 2X ) (12 cosw) X 5 variablec 1 0
3 3Fig. 3 sphere 5k (X 2X ) w*5constantc 1 0

sector

3 3CFC Double V 5 4/3p(X 2X )(12 cos [f (h)]*) X 5 variablev cv 1 0
3 3Fig. 3E sphere 5k (X 2X )(12 cos [f (h)]*) w* 5 f (h)cv 1 0

Fig. 6C sectors

*w is half the opening angle at the center of the double sphere(-s) and determines the wall curvature.

A ppendix A three types of geometries[1] but did not distinguish
verbally radial flow chromatography (RFC) from

 A.1. Classification of chromatographies according
converging flow chromatography (CFC). He named

their flow geometry
them together radial chromatographies, but described

Rhee et al. described for chromatography in total them separately mathematically. The first with

T able 3
Variables and dimensionless parameters

Symbol AFC RFC CFC CFCv
2 2

t t u t Q t D t D
] ]]]] ]]]]]]]
h V ´ V ´ (12 cosw) f (V ) ´ (12 cos f [h])b b b b b b

2 2 3 3 3 3
ß Z (X 2X ) (X 2X )(12 cosw) (X 2X )(12 cos f [h])0 1 0 0]]]]]]]] ]]]]]] 2 2 3 3 3 3h (X 2X ) (X 2X )(12 cosw) (X 2X )(12 cos f [h ])1 0 1 0 1 0 1

2 3 3
ß h X X (12 cosw) X (12 cos f [h ])0 0 0 0 0 0]] ]]]]] ]]]]]]]] 2 2 3 3 3 3(h 2 h ) (X 2X ) (X 2X )(12 cosw) (X 2X )(12 cos f [h ])1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

1 / 1 1 / 2 1 / 3 1 / 3
a 1(ß1 ß ) 2(ß1 ß ) 3 (ß1 ß ) o 3 (ß1 ß )0 0 0 0

1 / 1 1 / 2 1 / 3 1 / 3[(11ß ) [(11ß ) [(11ß ) [(11ß )0 0 0 0
1 / 1 1 / 2 1 / 3 1 / 3

2ß ) )] 2ß ) )] 2ß ) )] 2ß ) )]0 0 0 0

2 2 2 2
P ´ D h ´ D ´ V ´ D ´ V t ´ D ´ t f(V )i p ip p ip b b p ip b b p ip b b

]] ]]] ]]] ]]]]2 2 2 2R u R Q R D R DP P P P

Bi K R same for same for same forf p]]
2

´ Di hard particles hard particles hard particlesp p

j 3Bi (12´ ) P same for same for same forb
]]]]
´ hard particles hard particles hard particlesb

r R same for same for same for
]
R hard particles hard particles hard particlesp

1 1 2 2 2 2Pe u (h 2 h ) u (X 2 X ) u (X 2X )(12 cosw) u(X 2X )(12 cos f [h ])0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
]]] ]]] ]]]]]] ]]]]]]
D D h D hD

1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3Coord- (h 2 h ) (X 2 X ) (X 2X )(12 cosw) (X 2 X )(12 cos f [h ])1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 2 2 2 2inate (h 2 h ) (X 2 X ) (X 2X )(12 cosw) (X 2 X )(12 cos f [h ])0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
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(RFC) cylindrical coordinates and the second with tions given by us inTable 2 it becomes now more
(CFC) spherical coordinates. In our opinion this obvious that AFC and RFC are special cases of CFC.
caused some confusion and hindered the develop- The unit-volume of AFC is normally seen as

2ment of CFC. In two personal communications we V 5k X h. But this is a special case of the double-A A 1

emphasized this problem[73,74]. cylinder. The double-cylinder and not the simple
The flow of AFC is parallel to the symmetry axis, cylinder is the basic element of AFC (Fig. 1). This

whereas that of the RFC is in the direction towards shows the experiment and the theory.
this axis (h). When using the same coordinates the A cone with a small opening angle can be seen in
variable and constant parts are only exchanged CFC as a unit-element of the double-sphere. Because
(compareTable 2). It makes therefore in the second w is constant here it can be combined with the
case no sense any more to talk about linear flows and spherical constants, the constantk . But the w ofc

velocities because the flow is now radial. In CFC the CFC can also be a variable that depends on the wall
flow is also radial but is not orientated towards a curvature of the chosen column. For big opening
central axis but towards the central point of a angles of columns the exact geometrical description
concentric double sphere. CFC has compared to RFC should be used because the volume of the truncated
one more dimension of convergence. cone becomes then too different from the sector of a

This approach of induction going from simple double sphere. For illustration compareX and X9 in
forms to the more complicated ones, which was Fig. 3B and C.
suggested by Rhee et al., we want to use here in the
appendix to derive the parameters of CFC from the

 A.2. Chromatographic parameters for differentavailable information existing about AFC and RFC.
flow geometriesThe problem we are confronted with is that the more

complex CFC has more variables and cannot be
After we have compared the unit-elements of thecompletely determined by the simpler forms. But it

different chromatographies, we want to show now inis clear on the other hand that the more general CFC
Table 3how they become reflected in the chromato-should include the simpler AFC and RFC as special
graphic parameters.cases. That means the general notation should de-

For t we have the information thattv /h [s ?m /(s ?scribe all chromatographies. The new constants have
3m)] of AFC transforms in RFC totQ /(V ´ ) [s ?m /then successively to be experimentally confirmed or b b

3(s ?m )]. Therefore we look in CFC for somethingcorrected.
5 5 3 3 3 3like [s ?m /(s ?m )] or [s ?m /(s ?m )]. Our sug-With Gu we discussed the first steps to a more

2 2 3 2 3detailed description of CFC[73] starting with the gestion is:t D/(V ´ (12 cosw)) [s m /s m ].c b

chromatographic parameters he had reported for RFC This dimensionless parameter combination could
in comparison to AFC[26]. With Prosek we dis- give information on the dispersion in dependence of
cussed that a truncated cone can be seen as the quadratic time progression of separation in the cone
Unit-element of a concentric double sphere[74]. after entering the packed bed by solutes, which is of

The step from RFC to CFC is analog in going real interest for description of CFC’s flow.
from AFC to RFC, which corresponds to an increas- a was written for AFC in its general notation in a
ing complexity of the perfused confinements. In both way that it became similar to RFC. Then it was
cases this is accompanied by an increase in the assumed that the step from AFC to RFC is analog to
number of variables to be considered. But one can the one from RFC to CFC. By this induction we
look at this integration also in a simple exchange of came to a newa for CFC.
constants and variable parts of the equations. In those cases where the unit-elements in AFC and

Gu et al. [26] initiated with their Table 1 the RFC were recognized, they were replaced by unit-
theoretical considerations described here. We have element of CFC without considerations.
adopted their values but generalized their notations. When no change was observed by going from
The individual transformations that we have made AFC to RFC[26], we cannot expect a change by
can be traced back to the underlying geometries with going from RFC to CFC either. Therefore we have
their volume unit-elements. By the complete nota- said also ‘‘same ’’ as GU et al. did in theirTable 1.
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 But one should be aware that their parameters
concern only hard particle packings. Therefore we
have extended their ‘‘same’’ every where by ‘‘for
hard particles’’. This makes it clear that a whole lot
of parameters might differ in hard and soft packings.

The Peclet number in CFC gets by the induction
one more length dimension, which needs to be
balanced by a different length in the nominator. We
suggesth for this purpose, which is the distance to
the outlet along the symmetry axis. But, of course,
other lengths could be chosen as well.

In the present state the values given inTable 3are
only tentative and need an experimental proof and
according corrections. Using this inductive theoret-
ical approach lets us get a better idea, what we have
to expect from the new chromatography. This allows
us to focus better on the clarifying experiments.

 A.3. Definition of convergent flows

In Fig. 6 different types of housings for con-
vergent flows are shown. InFig. 6A a circular cross
section is divided by equal spaced concentric circles.
The corresponding areas of the rings increase by
uneven numbers. But when the radii increase with
the radix of natural numbers instead the concentric
rings get all the same the area as it is sketched in

Fig. 13. Defining convergence and divergence by the areas of the
Fig. 13A. inlet and outlet of the perfused confinement. (A) Cross section in

When one is now dividing the cross section by the cylindrical area of a CFC column with equal-area flow lines:
1 / 2 1 / 3r 5 1, r 5 2 51.41; r 5 3 5 1.73 result in concentrictwo diagonals all the different ring-sections between 1 2 3

rings, which show a 1:1 relationship of areas. When they arethe arrows represent then the same area. When one
perfused their fluxes will also show this 1:1 relationship. The ringsconnects now any two areas of a ring from a
become in this arrangement continuously closer spaced towards

different cross section with each other (two possi- the periphery. In evenly spaced coordinates the outer rings
bilities are shown here in this figure) and is looking covered a bigger area than the central ones (Fig. 6A), here they

cover all the same area. They are labeled by shading between thenow on the cutting-plane of the cylinder from the
arrows on the different rings. (B) The section along the main flowside (Fig. 13B) some shapes seem to diverge where-
(indicated by the double-headed arrows and the areas shaded withas others seem to converge despite all the cross
parallel lines in between) cut flows, which do not change their

sections having the same area and the shown shapescross section area but only its shape. All the shown flows are
therefore are neither converging nor diverging. neither convergent nor divergent. They demonstrate that the

boundary between convergence and divergence can be definedIn reality a convergence in one direction is
only on the base of cross section areas.compensated by another divergence in a different

direction. When a flow has to perfuse such structure
it must move in the plane. That means it is acceler- of the perfused cross sections at the inlet and the
ated. In our slow flow this effect can be therefore outlet before one can decide whether one is dealing
most probably neglected. with a diverging or a converging flow. In addition

This geometrical example shows how difficult it is one might have to introduce a factor for the lateral
to judge by the seen angles of the containment displacement of the flow, which is determined by the
whether a shape is diverging or converging. Conse- housing geometry. This factor must conform with the
quently it is always necessary to determine the area form factors summarized by Carman in 1937[75].
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3 21 A.4. Theoretical considerations to very slow flow f 5Dp R r [F ´ /(12´ )] [G 2 h] (13)p p p b b

regimes encountered in chromatography

This expression containsF ,´ and (12´ ),p b bThe porosity in Leva’s friction factor (10) is which have now got all the same exponent. In our
exponentially dependent on the size of the actual opinion this makes sense because those parameters
Reynolds numbers (6). This means the exponent become under compression geometrically linked.
approaches the value of 3 the slower the flow The quotient´ /(12´ ) can be interpreted as theb bbecomes. It is disputed how far below 1 the value of probability to find a pore divided by the probability
Darcy’s flow reaches[27,48]. That means to which not to find none.
value of Reynolds number a linear inverse relation- The alternative is we stick for now to the lower
ship between flux and viscosity reaches. The rela- limit of n 51 presented by Leva (5b) which is not as
tionship to the exponent given by Leva ends abruptly simple and we feel less comfortable with:
for n 5 1. Leva and others classify everything below

2 3 2this value as laminar flow. But his scale of Reynolds f 5Dp R r*F ´ / [G 2 h (12´ ) ] (14)23 p p p b bnumbers is extending only to 10 .

a 26 On the basis of our suggestion (12) one has toN 510 ,n 5 0? (11a)re p
clarify now with further experiments the situation for
very slow flows. We think it will be crucial for thesebN 510,n 5 1 (11b)re p experiments that the measurements cover several
orders of magnitude to allow us to test whether there

c exists a small drift in the exponent such that itN 5100,n 5 1.7 (11c)re p
reaches finally almost 3.

Let us accept for now Eq. (13). This equationdN 51000,n 5 1.94 (11d)re p means nothing more than that the flow resistant is
mainly dependent only on the ratio of open´ to theb

closed area (12´ ). This quotient is dominating theLeva did not define the corresponding exponent of b

whole expression because it goes in by power threethe friction factor in this region; despite his plot ofn
whereas all other parameters have only a linearlooks like it was artificially stooped at a value of 1.

a 23 influence except the particle shape factorF , whichWe suspect that for (5a)N 5 10 n might reach pre p
26 goes in with the same exponent. The quotient andF0.5 and forN 5 10 it finally might reachn 5 0. pre p

should become in soft particle packing directlyFor this area of flow regime there exists very few
related when the packing is compressed. But themeasurements in the literature. From investigations
exact shape of the compressed particles will dependon AFC [48] we know that the lower limit of the
on their packing geometry. We know neither theirflow regime for conventional hard sphere packing

26 geometries nor the border conditions these shapesends with a value of about 10 for the particle
depends on.Reynolds number. In this area linear inverse relation-

In this context it was not considered yet that theship between flow and viscosity was shown to be
quotient of the open (́ ) to the closed area fractionvalid. In our case the value for the Reynolds number b

(12´ ) can be interpreted as an exponential func-lies by a factor of 1 million below the lower limit b

tion. After approximation one findsgiven by Farkes et al.[48].
When our assumption (11a) would turn out to be

21 1.38correct this would allow us to simplify the resistant ´ (12´ ) 52.64́ ; 0,´ , 0.5 (15)b b b b

factor (10) to:
which covers all porosities found in packed beds.

3 3 3 This expression inserted in Eq. (13) gives (one canf 5Dp R rF ´ / [G 2 h (12´ ) ] (12)p p p b b

insert this expression also in Eq. (14)):
and the following rearrangement becomes possible

3 21 4.38f 5Dp 2.64R rF [2G h] ´ (16)because the exponents now fit better to each other: p p p b
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Eq. (16) shows much more clearly than Eq. (13) It became obvious that the flux in soft packings of
before the very strong power-dependence on the CFC under compression is very sensitive and in-
open areá in the very slow flow regime. versely dependent on the porosity. From extrapola-b

Despite this suggested notations in the present tions of the resistant factor to very slow flow regime.
stage are very tentative and need for their final proof We expect that the flattening of the soft spheres will
experimental verification, I think this is the most also contribute to a further increase of the resistant
precise way to specify what one has to look for in factor.
theoretical clarification of very slow flows, which is The numerical contribution of this flattening needs
still an unexplored field. experimentally to be clarified. Another question,

We can say in addition that we will have to which stays in close context to the particle shape
describe in the notations for the converging flow also factor, is the question of the influence of the particle
the geometry, degree and anisotropy of consolida- size homogeneity on segregation, on packings and on
tion, which becomes most obvious in the packed bed the resulting flows and separations. The real question
at the outlet in soft packings. to be clarified in future will be most properly:

The porosity will therefore most probably show a whether the observed flux modulation in our system
power dependent unisotroph behavior of compaction is more due to time-dependent viscosity or porosity
in addition to the expected dependence by power respectively, and to a combination or interplay of
4.38 on the packing porosity. When investigating the both.
very slow flows of CFC it will become necessary to One can put the last question differently. What do
transform G to a function, which reflects the we really measure in soft packings of CFC in
geometrical change of the cross section used in each constant pressure mode bed compaction or viscosity
case. bridging?

Using Leva’s equation we calculated a particle
212Reynolds number of 4.61?10 which lays twelve

orders of magnitude below 1 normally assigned to Appendix B
Darcy’s flow and still six orders below the lower
limit assigned to conventional chromatography using

 B.1. Nomenclaturehard sphere packing.
This outcome of the calculations was a surprise for

 B.1.1. Variablesus and we questioned whether we might have made a
mistake. Therefore we calculated for control pur-

3 22D dispersion (m s )poses the value of the Reynolds number (6) from the
D effective diffusity of componentflow data given for conventional chromatography i

2 2121 (solute) i (m s )[48] as: 2Rp: 10 mm; Q: 0.5 ml min ; m : 20 cP; r :
21 G fluid mass velocity based on the1.11 g/ml;Dp: 144 bar;u: 0.08 m s ; 208C.

empty cross section5 distanceThe data in italics were used for calculations only,
26 kg’s moved in time down in athey gave a value of 2.78?10 , which corresponds

2 21container (kg m s )closely to the value of the lower limit of convention-
h coordinate in direction of symme-al chromatography in hard particle packings given by

26 try axis, distance to outlet (m)the authors as 1.7?10 .
21 21

h dynamic viscosity (kg m s )One can conclude therefrom that the limits of the
2 21

n cinematic viscosity5h /r (m s )flow regime we calculated for CFC in soft sphere
P Poise (unit of dynamic viscosity)packing lies really by the factor of one million

21 21beyond that encountered in conventional chromatog- (g cm s )
25raphy using hard sphere packing. Pa unit of pressure Pascal (510

22Even under these extreme conditions the flow is in bar) (N m )
3 21soft sphere packing not completely blocked and Q flux of the mobile phase (m s )

separations are despite strong compression still beingR radius of packed bed (m)
possible. R particle radius (m)P
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S Siemens (unit of electrical con- ß unit of volume: actual (V ) /bed
21ductivity) (A V ) volume (V ) (Table 3)b

St Stokes (unit of cinematic viscosty ß unit of volume: actual (V ) /bed0 0
2 21

n) (cm s ) volume (V ) (Table 3)b

t time (s) r units of particle-radii distance
t elution time in constant volume (Table 3)v

mode (s) t tortuosity: real flow length/short-
t elution time in constant pressure est distance of flow (Table 3)p

mode (s) j 3Bi(12´ )h /´ (Table 3)i b b

u superficial (apparent) velocity in Re particle Reynolds Number (flowp
21filled containment (m s ) regime in packed beds)

21 9u void (interstitial) velocity (m s ) N leaves modified particle Reynoldsv Re

V exclusion, respectively void, vol- number: 2R G /h0 p
3 9ume of packed bed (m ) f (flow resistant) friction factorm

3V bed volume (m ) modified according to M. Levab

9V inner accessible particle volume n exponent in friction factor (f ) asi m
3 21for solute i (m ) 9 9function of N . N 5 10 , n 5Re Re

3 22V elution volume of solute (m ) 9 91; N 510 , n 5 1.7; N 5t Re Re
23 23 24r density (kg m ) 910 , n 5 1.94; N 510 , n 5Re

26X radial coordinate of container / 92; N 510 , n 5 3 suggestedRe

packing (m) extrapolation for very slow flows
Z axial coordinate of containment / as encountered in chromatog-

packing (m) raphy.

B.1.2. Dimensionless constants
a (ß1ß ) (Table 3)0

2 R eferencesBi K Rp /´ Di Biot number (mass transfer)f p p
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